**Absolute Smart vertical**

*For trapezoidal model and double door version please contact technical department.*

**ATTENTION**
For the models with three sides and the trapezoidal one it is compulsory to specify the opening direction when ordering.

**Hinges**
- n. 02 (H) 300 ÷ 700 mm
- n. 03 (H) 701 ÷ 1200 mm
- n. 04 (H) 1201 ÷ 1800 mm
- n. 05 (H) 1801 ÷ 2100 mm

**Overall dimension**
Formulas to calculate overall dimension:
- C = L + 70
- HT = H + 35 (3 sides)
- HT = H + 70 (4 sides)

**Standard equipment**
- Aluminum frame AW6060; n.01 factory-equipped open/close push accessory, set in the middle of the system height (2 push-pull for systems higher than mm 1000); factory-equipped hinges with 110° opening; wood panel with writing paper cover ready to be varnished.
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